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2021 ENGINEERING REPORT
City of Weyburn Engineering, Public Works and Water Treatment
Plant Departments
The purpose of this report is to present the City of Weyburn Council a summary of the
operational activities, unplanned and scheduled maintenance projects of the
Engineering, Public Works and Water Treatment Plant (WTP) departments for the 2021
year.
Prepared and presented by the Engineering department with preparation and
cooperation from the Public Works and WTP departments.
The Engineering Department is a very diverse department that handles a wide variety
of assets, projects, and essential services. With this broad portfolio comes many
challenges, but also a great range of opportunities. In 2021, the department not only
provided a high level of service to the City of Weyburn but made many improvements
in areas to optimize performance. The department was able to accomplish so many
things because of the great employees. The dedicated staff worked hard to implement
innovative solutions, suggest process improvements, embrace new systems and
programs, and improve safety measures.

“In 2021, we saw many challenges on our projects, but the Engineering
Department took that as an opportunity to learn and adapt. Despite an ongoing
pandemic that saw supply chain issues, increased costs and changing restrictions,
all departments within Engineering stepped up to ensure there was no disruption
to essential services for residents. I am thankful to all the staff for their flexibility
and dedication during these unprecedented times.”
- Jennifer Wilkinson, Director of Engineering
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SKYDIVING AT THE WEYBURN AIRPORT
The Weyburn Airport was home to the Skydive South SK Club from May to July 2021,
while the Moose Jaw Airport underwent an expansion. Tandem skydiving bookings
were available to Weyburn & area residents on weekends and were very well received.
People of all ages took in the opportunity including one woman from Moose Jaw who
was confined to a wheelchair and had always wanted to skydive. In total, 209
skydiving flights took place at our Airport from May to July.

(Members of the Skydive South SK Club on their last day in Weyburn)

The Skydive Club is interested in potentially returning to the Weyburn Airport for a
one-week visit in the summer of 2022.
“We are extremely thankful that we were given the opportunity to operate in
Weyburn. The reception and participation had by the local residents far exceeded
our expectations!”
Sheldon Driedger, Chief Instructor
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100 RADON TEST KIT CHALLENGE
The City of Weyburn took part in the 100 Radon Test Kit Challenge in the Fall of 2021.
This opportunity was made possible by ‘Take Action on Radon’ which is a coalition of
national health organizations and funded by Health Canada. The Program made 100
free radon test kits available to the City of Weyburn for distribution to residents.
A promotional campaign began in October to educate residents on the dangers of
radon gas in the home and advise them of the upcoming opportunity to test their
homes for radon at no cost to them. Registration was on a first come, first serve basis
and the 100 test kits were quickly spoken for. ‘Take Action on Radon’ was very
impressed with the participation from Weyburn residents and were quick to send us an
additional 70 kits to meet the supply and demand. Kits were picked up in November
and are to be returned to City Hall in February of 2022 to be sent away for analysis.

Each household that participated will receive their individual results, while the City of
Weyburn will receive a summary of the community results. Those testing with high
percentages of radon in their home, will receive further direction on how to mitigate
the situation.
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LANDFILL
Ministry Of Environment Approval of Operations Plan and Asbestos
Waste Acceptance
In June 2021, in accordance with the
Landfill’s permit to operate the
Engineering Department submitted an
Operations Plan for the City of Weyburn
Landfill to the Ministry of Environment.
Items addressed within the operations
plan included site management, waste
handling and disposal procedures,
special waste provisions, new cell
construction and environmental
monitoring requirements.
The Engineering Department worked with Associated Engineering Ltd. to create special
waste handling and disposal procedures, inspection checklists and record keeping
guidelines for special waste including Asbestos Containing Material (ACM) as part of
the Operations Plan. The Ministry of Environment accepted and approved the
Operations Plan in October 2021 with pre-approval of the Special Waste section in
August 2021. Since the Ministry’s approval for ACM Waste Acceptance at the Landfill,
the City accepted 18,030 kg of Asbestos so far in 2021 (equivalent to $4,443.30 in
Landfill tipping fees).
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ENBIORGANIC
Biological Wastewater Treatment Enhancement Project
The Engineering Department
commissioned Enbiorganic’s Biological
Wastewater Treatment Enhancement in
an attempt to address the reoccurring
problems of clogging, corrosion and
deterioration of the City’s wastewater
infrastructure caused by fat, oil, grease,
sludge build up and H2S gas.
Natural Biological Treatment of
wastewater was an attractive option
because biological treatment is more
economical than mechanical and
chemical processes (reduction in
greenhouse gases, small footprint, no
byproducts produced, non-toxic, nonpathogenic, and derived from nature).
Why are Enbiorganic’s microbes more effective than the old Acti-zyme? Enbiorganic
microbes are trained to consume site specific sewage (including fat, oil and grease) in a
controlled EBS Di chamber using pasteurized sewage directly from the site and are
then auto-dispensed back into the sewage system every day. Enbiorganic’s microbial
agent is activated in a liquid state and unlike the generic powdered form that Actizyme offers, these site-specific microbes are multiplying and working immediately
upon injection. They are consuming organic waste throughout the entire sewage
system (lift stations, sewer pipes) as well as continue working once they reach the
lagoons.
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The City of Weyburn Results are promising with a significant reduction in sludge, fats,
oil and grease in the lift stations. Prior to the injection of Enbiorganic microbes, the
operators were manually adding powdered Acti-zyme on an intermittent basis to
manage grease build up. The Works operators were having to clean 4 to 8 inches of
grease build up off the walls, pipes and pumps in the lift stations every couple of
weeks. The City’s longest employed (40+ years) operator said for the first time ever in
his career with the City, the grease is no longer stuck to the walls and wastewater
infrastructure. Lab results from water samples collected monthly from the lagoons
during Enbiorganic operations are indicating a reduction in organic loading. Sludge
depths measured in the diversion lagoon on August 15, 2021 and after a month of
running on September 20, 2021 decreased 6-12 inches. Visual results at the sludge
cells also demonstrate a decrease in the mounding of biosolids around the outlets.

July 23, 2021

September 28, 2021

Moving forward with this biological treatment enhancement in 2022, the City can
discontinue the purchase and use of the previous powdered Acti-zyme as well as
minimize the requirement for wastewater infrastructure maintenance and cleaning.
This is much safer by decreasing the amount of times the Works operators have to
enter a hazardous and confined space. With the reduction of organic sludge build up in
the lagoons, the high costs for mechanical lagoon dredging will be significantly
reduced, if required at all.
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WATER TREATMENT PLANT
Plant 100 Maintenance
The clarifier and filter chambers at the Water Treatment Plant received abrasive
sandblast cleaning and epoxy coating to address rust issues causing contamination in
the treated water. The Engineering Department worked with Park Derochie Coatings
out of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan to ensure that the Epoxy coating system complied
with NSF/ANSI 61 potable water standards. The work was completed in February, a
lower water usage month, so Plant 100 could be shut down during the work.

Filter #2 before and after

Filter #1 before and after
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WATER TREATMENT PLANT
Certification of Operators
In 2021, the Water Treatment Plant Superintendent provided the plant operators with
continuous on-site training and competency testing during regular work shift hours.
The on-site training and continuous development of skills allowed all four operators to
work towards their operator certifications and exams without attending formal off-site
training courses. The in-house training has been very effective and safer for our
employees during Covid times as well as saved a significant amount of money.
Frank Mayer
Level 2 Operator
Frank passed his Level 3 exam in 2021 and is working to get his Level 3
Operating License in 2022.

Hyunho Min
Level 2 Operator
Hyunhu received his Level 2 Operating License and passed his Level 3 exam in
2021. He is working to get his Level 3 Operating License in 2022.
Jihoon Kim
Level 1 Operator
Jihoon received his Level 1 Operating License in 2021 and is working to get his
Level 2 License in 2022.
Shahroz Iqbal
Level 1 Operator
Shahroz passed his Level 2 exam in 2021 and is studying to pass his Level 3
exam in 2022.
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Emergency Response Plan
The Chlorine Environmental Emergency Response Plan was developed as per
Environment and Climate Change Canada’s new Environmental Regulations, 2019. The
Water Treatment Plant Superintendent worked with the Safety Department to design
and implement an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) to properly control and mitigate
risks found during the handling, storage, production, and disposal of chlorine at the
City of Weyburn Water Treatment Plant. Mitigation includes the proper management
of a chlorine release that could potentially constitute a danger to human health and
the environment. The objectives of the ERP included:
✓ To provide response procedures to manage an uncontrolled, unplanned or
accidental release of chlorine
✓ Identify specific training requirements for staff
✓ To coordinate decision making and the response to deal with chlorine
emergencies
✓ To plan, practice and test the process and develop action plans in advance so
that the response in a real emergency will be efficient
✓ To reduce impacts and minimize recovery time
As required, Notice of
Substances on location and
notice of preparation and
implementation of an
Environmental Emergency
Plan was submitted to the
Federal Government in
March 2021.

Photo: Chlorine tanks in the
chlorine chamber at the Water
Treatment Plant.
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DRAINAGE CHANNEL MAINTENANCE
Saskatchewan Drive, 1st Avenue SE, 16th Street, and Ebel Road
The City of Weyburn utilizes overland drainage ditches in various locations within the
City for storm water drainage. The purpose of these drainage ditches is to direct storm
water flow away from the road surfaces. If not properly maintained and cleaned,
blockages can occur from vegetation, debris and sediment build up resulting in
standing water ponds and storm drains backing up onto the roadways. Standing water
presents a hazard to drivers, breeding ponds for mosquitos and can contribute to
physical deterioration of roadways and developed property.

Ebel Road drainage ditch extending south between 16th Street and Paul Road, before and after cleaning.

The Engineering Department identified and prioritized four drainage ditch locations
throughout the City that required cleaning due to blockages. These locations were
overgrown with vegetation as well as large amounts of sediment build up that was
restricting downstream flow and subsequently impeding storm water drainage as far
north as 5th Avenue.
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16th Street storm drain outlets (directly south of the Weyburn Humane Society), before and during cleaning.

The drainage channel maintenance at the 1st Avenue SE location was completed by the
City Public Works Department and the other three locations were cleaned by
contractors. The channel cleaning will allow surface water to flow more freely resulting
in improved drainage throughout the City in 2022.

Saskatchewan Drive drainage channel, before and during cleaning and contouring.
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UNPLANNED VALVE REPLACEMENT
Douglas Road and 13th Street
At the end of October, the Public Works on-call crew were called to a water main break
in the middle of the night at Douglas Road and 13th Street. The crew operated a dozen
valves in the area in attempt to control the water main leak. Four (4) of those water
main valves continued to leak after they were operated and required replacement. The
City replaced one valve during the water main repair but the other three (3) required
replacement on a separate work order.

For the City to replace all three of these valves with the regular repair crew it would
have taken three separate days to complete the work, resulting in interrupted service
to 45 residents, on three separate occasions. The Utilities Team decided to source
additional crews and equipment so that all three of the valves could be replaced on the
same day resulting in a one-time water main shut off. The three valve replacement was
successfully completed in one day with the help of a second Public Works crew that
was pulled off their regular scheduled maintenance work and a contractor that was
hired to replace the third valve.
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LIFT STATIONS
Fall Protection
The Safety & Public Works Departments collaborated to install proper fall protection
devices in Lift Stations #1 and #3. Lift station #1 had no fall protection devices on the
main floor or in the basement, while Lift #3 had some partial but insufficient fall
protection. The installation of a floor-mounted davit arm system in the basement of
Lift #1 and in Lift #3 created a budget-friendly solution that could be utilized at both
stations as well as at the future lift #3 replacement station. There were seven floor
mounted sleeves installed and the davit arm is moveable to whichever access point
they are working at. A trolley anchor was installed at the main floor of Lift #1 as well
as floor-mounted fall restraint handrail system that can be moved to either access gate
that is in use. This not only provides fall protection and rescue capabilities for the
employee entering the access points, but also fall protection for the employee who is
monitoring from above.
Before Photos:
Lift #1 Basement

Lift #3 – Wet Access

Lift #3 – Dry Access
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After Photos:
Lift #1 Upstairs Trolley

Lift #1 Basement Bases

Lift #3 – Wet Access Davit Arm Lift #3 – Dry Access

Lift #1 Upstairs Handrails

Lift #3 – Wet Access Base
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DEEP DIG
Sewer Line Replacement on Moore Street
The Public Works Sewer & Water Department had to replace a sewer line on Moore St.
This particular sewer line was at a depth of 17 feet and there were many steps
required so that it could be done safely. It was an excellent example of teamwork as
Public Works, Safety and Weyburn Fire collaborated and used their specific skills to
ensure it was a success.
The day prior to the dig, notice was
given to the Division of Labour Relations
and Workplace Safety that we would be
digging an excavation deeper than 5
meters that a worker would be required
to enter. An OH&S Officer visited the
site and had no contraventions.
Extensions were rented for the trench
cage to extend it to the correct depth.
The Weyburn Fire Department brought
the ladder truck and a team to provide
fall arrest and rescue. The crews
brainstormed, worked hard and
efficiently to get the job completed and
the site secured at the end of the day.
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ROAD REPAIRS
Ebel Road
Ebel Road saw structural degradation due to the base being built on unstable clays that
would flex a lot when the moisture changed underground, or when excess loading was
applied. This road required a full rebuild in 2021 so that it could hold up to the
elements and the traffic loading that it is required for an industrial area.

The Engineering Department worked
with Genco Asphalt Inc. on this very
challenging project effectively adjusting
the design when up to 40 inches of
unstable material was encountered
beneath the old road surface. These
problem spots were rebuilt with
stabilizing materials supported by
geofabrics for additional support. The
final product is sufficiently designed to
service this industrial area for years to
come.
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2nd Avenue South and 3rd Avenue South
These two roads, by the Bowling Alley, have heaved or washed out in spots every
spring. Each year spot repairs were completed to address the problem areas. The
Engineering Department made the decision to do a more significant rebuild in 2021.
When the road was excavated, it was discovered that it was built on incompetent clay
which would heave as the moisture from the spring thaws saturated the clay. These
areas were rebuilt with a geo-textile membrane packed with granular material for the
base to spread the traffic load out and reduce heaving caused by the saturated clay
base.
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FLEET MANAGEMENT
Fleetio Go
The Public Works Superintendent was looking for an alternative to spreadsheets and
paper laden tracking of the City’s fleet management. A team decision was made to
transition to a mobile fleet management application called Fleetio Go to help
automate the fleet operations tasks, inspection and maintenance tracking, vehicle
analytics, documentation, utilization, and total cost of ownership data.
Since the launch of the Fleetio Go app,
fleet managers, drivers, technicians and
administration personnel are able to
access and input data in real time
helping the Public Works department
stay ahead of the daily needs of their
fleet vehicles and equipment. In
alignment with the City’s Asset
Management Policy, Fleetio has helped
the Public Works Department stay
ahead of the ever-shifting priorities and
life expectancies of their fleet assets.

The utilization data from Fleetio allows Public Works to project the useful life of the
fleet assets and form a 3-5 year plan for replacements. By reviewing very low and very
high utilization units, Public Works can effectively rotate or replace units to spread out
the utilization and maximize the life span of the fleet.
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UNPLANNED WORKS REQUESTS
Workflow Optimization and Customer Service
Since June of 2020, the Public Works Department has been consistently logging all the
Works requests into the City’s CGIS system. This allows Public Works to maintain a data
historian on all utility repairs and customer requests, track the workflow to ensure
completion and use the data to make educated decisions for preventive maintenance
and budget.

Unplanned items consist primarily of resident requests and infrastructure break downs
that take our crews away from the regular seasonal planned maintenance tasks. For
example, a utility failure can have up to six steps to completion and require unplanned
work orders from three separate departments. CGIS is a single platform that enables
the Public Works teams to track workflow by date and area to ensure operational
efficiency and clear priorities.

Utility
Breakdown

Replace
Asphalt

Dig Repair and
Backfill

Replace
Sidewalk

Compaction

Repair
Boulevard

Replace
Curbing

Completion
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FLEET STORAGE BUILDING
Out with the old, in with the new
The completion of the new fleet storage
building allowed the Public Works
Department an opportunity to re-assess
storage priorities including maximizing
indoor storage capacity in the Public
Works yard. During the transfer to the
new fleet storage building Public Works
focused on prioritizing, organizing and
storing items closer to the end user.
Currently the Public Works department is working on the set in order stage of the 5-S
principle to maximize space and to prepare for refined inventory control. For the first
time ever, all of the Public Works equipment is stored indoors and protected from the
elements. Equipment used year-round including all crew trucks are stored in the new
fleet storage building and all seasonal equipment is inside the cold storage building.
These actions will increase operational efficiency and extend the life of our assets.
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TRAFFIC BYLAW
Traffic Bylaw and Sign Changes
Part of the 2021 Strategic Plan for the Engineering Department was to amend the
Traffic Bylaw. In conjunction with the City Clerk and Chief of Police, the Traffic Bylaw
was analyzed, amended, reviewed, and finally passed in June of 2021. Some key
changes were the creation of recreational zones around City parks, implementation of
restricted times in school and recreational zones, changes to the truck route and
adjustments of speed limits at the City limits. These changes were based on
recommendations from the Regional Transportation Study done in 2019, statistical
data of traffic volumes and violations, research data from other municipalities and the
technical expertise of the engineering and police department.
The other major change affecting traffic zones
was the opening of the Credit Union Spark
Centre and Legacy Park School and the closing
of 3 schools (Haig, Souris and Queen
Elizabeth). All these areas required an
assessment to be done for the traffic flow,
signage and surrounding facilities.
The Public Works Department did the actual
physical work of implementing all the sign
changes required. The initial focus was on
ensuring the school zones were done.

They worked under tight timelines to ensure all
the school zones were properly done prior to
the school year starting in September. The
school and recreational zones alone had 145
sign changes. In total with the new Traffic Bylaw
and school zones changes, the Public Works
Department completed approximately 195 sign
changes.
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TRAFFIC SAFETY FUND
Flashing Crosswalks and Radar Speed Sign
With the opening of the Credit Union Spark Centre and Legacy Park School, an
assessment was done on the area to determine major pedestrian routes. This was
identified as a priority in the 2019 Regional Transportation Study. Through this
assessment, it was deemed that 5 crosswalks surrounding Jubilee Park, Credit Union
Spark Centre, the Leisure Centre and Legacy Park School should have upgraded,
flashing pedestrian crosswalk signs. The City of Weyburn applied to the Traffic Safety
Fund through the Government of Saskatchewan for these 5 crosswalks. Also included
in the funding application was a radar speed sign that will warn a driver of their current
speed.

The City of Weyburn received funding for $26,669.00 which funded 3 of the 5 locations
for flashing pedestrian crosswalk signs and the radar speed sign. The Public Works
Department completed the installation of all 5 crosswalk areas and the radar speed
sign. The new flashing pedestrian signs are located on 1st Avenue, 5th Street, Douglas
Road and 13th Street. The radar speed sign is located on Douglas Road at Rick Smith
Crescent. These upgraded safety measures allow pedestrians and families safer access
to 2 of our major recreational facilities, new school, parks, walking trails and outdoor
sports fields.
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2021 STAFF TRANSITION
Public Works
The Public Works management team saw the resignation of Ron Vatamaniuck –
Transportation Manager. Ron was a long term team member and had grown through
the ranks of the City of Weyburn and also had experience with the City of Regina. Ron
and family have relocated to Big River, Saskatchewan.
Kevin Linnen joined the Public Works
team as Transportation Manager in
August of 2021. Kevin has a strong
background in safety, quality control,
construction, and management which
really complimented our team. Kevin
has embraced the learning curve of
Public Works and is a great contributor
to our culture.

Kevin Linnen, Transportation Manager

The Public Works in-scope team had transition as well with some internal promotions
and transfers amongst City departments. We also celebrated the retirement of 30 year
employee Gary Dixon in March of 2021. We have been able to attract experienced and
quality members to our team to meet the needs now and be strong for the future. Our
recruitment philosophy is to hire to fit the culture and invest time into skill
development. Our new team members are:
Jodi Markowski
Transportation Chargehand
In the construction season Jodi leads her team and focuses on the
replacement and logistics of asphalt, sidewalks and curbing. In the
winter Jodi runs equipment and drives tandem truck for winter
maintenance.
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Sherry Harpham
Transportation Equipment Operator
Sherry transferred to Public Works from the Water Treatment Plant.
Sherry primary role is to operate the grader to maintain back lanes,
gravel roads and snow removal. Sherry can operate multiple pieces of
equipment and tandem trucks

Carrie Reade
Transportation Labourer
In the construction season Carrie is part of the asphalt and concrete
team. In the winter Carrie operates our sanders and drives single axle
truck for snow removal.

Dawson Gulash
Utilities Labourer
Dawson works on the maintenance crew for water and wastewater
infrastructure. When there’s a failure in the City’s infrastructure he is
part of the crew working in all weather conditions to repair and get
those services back online as quickly and safely as possible.

Nolan Holinaty
Utilities Labourer
Nolan is part of the maintenance crew for water and wastewater
infrastructure. In addition to working in all weather conditions to
provide maintenance and repairs to the utility infrastructure he can
also operate multiple pieces of equipment.
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Engineering
In 2021, the Engineering Department hired a Municipal Engineering Technologist, Troy
Sidloski, and Municipal Engineer, Renee Cugnet. The engineering department is well
set for the future as everyone holds degrees or diplomas in different disciplines and
have a wide range of knowledge and experience.
Troy Sidloski
Municipal Engineering Technologist
Troy joined the Engineering Department after
starting out in Public Works. He has a wealth of
knowledge in road construction and materials. Troy
has many years of experience managing projects
and contractors. Troy will be working to implement
the infrastructure revitalization program and build
on our current asset management plan.

Renee Cugnet
Municipal Engineer
Renee joined the Engineering department coming
over from Matrix Solutions. She is a technical
expert in environmental regulations and reporting.
Renee has spent years in the field gaining hands on
experience and developing essential project
management skills. Renee will be focusing on our
landfill, wastewater system and lagoons and Water
Treatment Plant.
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